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Abstract— In understanding biology at the molecular level,
analysis of protein interactions and protein binding affinity
is a challenge. It is an important problem in computational
and structural biology. Experimental measurement of
binding affinity in the wet-lab is expensive a nd time
consuming. Therefore, machine learning approaches are
widely used to predict protein interactions and binding
affinities by learning from specific properties of existing
complexes. In this work, we propose an innovative
computational model to predict binding affinities and
interaction based on sequence, structural and interface
features of the interacting proteins that are robust to binding
associated conformational changes.
We modeled the prediction of binding affinity as
classification and regression problem with least-squared and
support vector regression models using structure and
sequence features of proteins. Specifically, we have used the
number and composition of interacting residues at protein
complexes interface as features and sequence features. We
evaluated the performance of o ur prediction models using
Affinity Benchmark Dataset version 2.0 which contains a
diverse set of both bound and unbound protein complex
structures with known binding affinities. We evaluated our
regression performance results with root mean square error
(RMSE) as well as Spearman and Pearson’s correlation
coefficients using a leave-one-out cross-validation protocol.
We evaluate classification results with AUC-ROC and AUC PR. Our results show that Support Vector Regression
performs significantly better than other models with a
Spearman Correlation coefficient of 0.58, Pearson
Correlation score of 0.55 and RMSE of 2.41 using 3 -mer
and sequence feature. It is interesting to note that simple
features based on 3-mer features a nd the properties of the
interface of a protein complex are predictive of its binding
affinity. These features, together with support vector
regression achieve higher accuracy than existing sequence
based methods.
Keywords—S upport vector machine (S VM), Area under the
Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC-ROC), Area

under the Precision-Recall Curve (AUC-PR)
I.

INT RODUCT ION

Proteins are long linear chains of amino acids that form the
basis of life [1]. Protein molecu les do not function in isolation
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and most of their functions are executed through interactions
or binding with other proteins [2].When two proteins bind
each other, the strength of their binding is called binding
affinity. Binding affin ity is an important parameter in the
study of proteins, especially in protein interaction pred iction,
drug design, computation protein design, etc. [3]. It also plays
a major role in understanding the relationship between
structure and function of protein complexes and biochemical
pathways[4].
There are various experimental and biophysical methods for
measurement of binding affinity like Nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy, Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR),
pull-down assays, analytical ultracentrifugation and some
other methods [5]. Ho wever, these experimental methods are
not applicable on a large-scale due to high costs in terms of
time, money and personnel. An accurate computational model
for binding affinity predict ion can solves this issue. As a
consequence, binding affinity prediction fro m sequence and
structure of proteins is an important research problem.
Co mputation methods for binding affin ity predict ion can be
divided into three categories: Force field or mo lecular
simu lation based methods, docking and machine learning
methods [6]– [8]. Due to their high co mputational cost,
existing scoring function methods are trained and tested using
small datasets and are not applicable on a large scale. Docking
methods are applicable only if proteins do not undergo large
changes in their structural conformat ions fro m unbound to
bound state. Among computational methods for binding
affinity predict ion, machine learn ing methods are particularly
suitable due to flexib le learning function and better
generalization performance [9]
Machine learn ing models learn fro m existing properties of
data and predict affinity values for unseen data. Every
mach ine learning model needs diverse dataset for training,
testing and cross validation. After preprocessing of dataset
features are ext racted and a regression or classification model
is trained to be used for unseen data. A number of machine
learning based binding affinity prediction methods use the
binding affinity bench mark data[10]. Most existing methods
work with protein structures or features derived fro m protein
complex interfaces[8], [11]–[13]. Ho wever, these methods are
limited by the requirement that high resolution protein
structures of the proteins forming the co mplex be availab le for
generating a prediction. In contrast, sequence based prediction

methods are more widely applicable. However, development
of effect ive prediction models using sequence information
alone is d ifficu lt because protein binding affinity and
interaction depend upon structure and function of proteins. In
existing literature, the highest accuracy for sequence based
binding affin ity prediction has been reported for a machine
learning method by Yugandar and Gro miha with a Pearson
correlation score of 0.739 to 0.992 for different types of
complexes [14]. Ho wever, the accuracy of their method could
not be independently verified [15]. It was also found that their
proposed method does not work well on an independent test
set. In this paper, we build on these findings and present a
mach ine learning model using sequence and interface features .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents materials and methods with co mplete details of the
proposed algorith m, section. Results and conclusions are
presented in sections III and IV, respectively.
II. M AT ERIALS AND M ET HODS

4)

Propy features
We also extracted Propy features for a g iven sequence us ing
the Propy package in Python [18]. It extracts 13 different
types of features fro m a g iven protein sequence such as
dipeptide composition, tripeptide composition, pseudo amino
acid (PseAAC) co mposition, Moran autocorrelation,
normalized Moreau-Broto autocorrelation, quasi-sequenceorder descriptors, co mposition [19]. These features capture
both local and global level features in a protein sequence.
5)
Interfacial amino acid composition
Since p rotein-protein b inding is a consequence of noncovalent interactions between interfacial residues of ligand
and receptor proteins, features extracted fro m protein interface
can be very useful in predicting binding affinity. For th is
purpose, we calculated frequency of non-repeating pairs of
residues at the interface of a protein co mplex. It is important
to note that, unlike prev iously discussed features, these
features are extracted from the structure of a protein complex.

A. Dataset and pre-processing
We evaluated the performance of our prediction models
using Affinity Bench mark Dataset (version 2.0) which
contains 135 non-redundant and diverse structures of ligand
and receptor proteins in both bound and unbound forms with
known binding affinit ies. The dataset has binding affinities for
all these complexes in the form o f free energy ∆G (ranges
from -18.58 to -4.29) and disassociation constant (𝐾𝑑 ) [14].
B. Feature extraction
We model the prediction of binding affin ity as both
regression and classification problems. Specifically, leastsquared and support vector regression models are used for
regression using structure and sequence features of proteins.
These machine learn ing models require mean ingful features to
be extracted fro m a g iven complex to predict binding affinity.
We begin the description of our method by introducing
various feature extraction schemes used in this work.
Following features are extracted fro m both ligand and receptor
proteins in a given protein complex and the two individual
feature representations are concatenated to form a feature
vector for the protein complex.
1)
Amino acid composition
Amino acid co mposition of a protein or protein co mplex is a
20-dimensional vector 𝜑𝐴𝐴𝐶 (𝒙 ) which contains the frequency
of occurrence of all 20 natural amino acids in the sequences.
2)
BLOSUM-62 Average
In order to capture physiochemical similarity of amino acids
forming a protein or a co mplex, we used the average of the
rows of the BLOSUM-62 substitution matrix corresponding to
different amino acids in the sequence. This results in a 20 dimensional feature vector 𝜑𝐵𝐿𝑂𝑆 𝑈𝑀 (𝒙 ) for a given sequence
[16].
3)
3-mer Features
In order to capture sequence characteristics, we used the
frequency of occurrence of all possible 3-mers of amino acids
in a g iven sequence. This results in an 8000-d imensional
feature vector and has been useful in our previous work[17].

Figure 1 Number of Interacting Interface Features that lie within 8
Angstorm distance between ligand and receptor residues.

Specifically, a 211-d imensional feature vector is fo rmed with
each element corresponding to the number of times a specific
amino acid pair occurs in the interface. Interface residues were
identified as residues that occur on the two proteins in a
protein comp lex within a d istance of 8 Angstroms fro m each
other as shown in the Figure 1.
C. Classification
Initially we modelled b inding affinity predict ion as a
classification problem in wh ich the objective was to classify a
given protein complex into low (below median) or high
(above median) affinity classes. For this purpose, we used a
support vector machine classifier (SVM ) with a radial basis
function kernel. Given a t rain ing dataset containing 𝑁 protein
complexes each with a feature representation 𝝋( 𝑥 𝑖 ) and
known class label 𝑦𝑖 ∈ {−1, +1} , a support vector machine
learns a discriminant function 𝑓 (𝒙 ) = 𝒘𝑇 𝝋(𝑥) + 𝑏 by solving
the following optimization problem:
𝑁
1
∑
min ||𝒘||² + 𝐶
𝜉𝑖
𝒘,𝑏,𝝃≥0 2
𝑖=1
Such that for all 𝑖: 𝑦𝑖 (𝒘𝑇 𝝋( 𝑥 𝑖 ) + 𝑏) ≥ 1 − 𝜉𝑖
In this optimizat ion problem, the objective is to find the
weight vector 𝒘 and bias 𝑏 for the decision function such that
the classification constraints are satisfied for the training data.

The hyper-parameter 𝐶 controls the extent of regularizat ion
vs. training error minimization and is selected through cross validation. An SVM can also perform non-linear classification
through the use of kernel functions such as a rad ial basis
function [20].
D. Regression Methods
We also modelled the binding affinity predict ion problem
using linear and support vector regression as discussed below.
In these formulations, the real value of binding affin ity is used
as the target 𝑦𝑖 for a co mplex instead of binary (low or h igh)
labels as in the classification problem.
1) Linear regression
Linear regression fits least squared linear function to a given
data set by solving the following optimization problem:
( 𝑻 ( )
) 2 . We used least squared
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝒘 ,𝑏 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝒘 𝝋 𝑥 𝑖 + 𝑏 − 𝑦𝑖
regression as a baseline due to its limitations such as
sensitivity to outliers, inability to account for non -linear
relationships and degradation in performance in high
dimensions. Given the feature representation of a tes t protein
complex𝝋(𝑥) , its predicted binding affin ity is calcu lated by
the function: 𝑓 (𝒙 ) = 𝒘𝑇 𝝋(𝑥) + 𝑏.
2) Support vector regression
In order to overcome the limitations of simp le linear
regression, we have also used support vector regression
(SVR). Due to the use 𝜖-insestive loss instead of least-squared
error, SVR is more robust to outliers and can perform non linear reg ression using kernel functions [21]. Specifically,
SVR works by solving the following optimization problem:
𝑁
1
∑
min ||𝒘||² + 𝐶
𝜉𝑖
𝒘,𝑏,𝝃≥0 2
𝑖=1

Such that for all 𝑖: |(𝒘𝑇 𝝋( 𝑥 𝑖 ) + 𝑏) − 𝑦𝑖 | ≤ 𝜖 + 𝜉𝑖
In this formulat ion, the first term is the regularization term and
it controls the capacity of the machine learning model whereas
the second term performs error min imization. Similar to an
SVM classifier, the hyper-parameter 𝐶 controls the extent of
regularization.
E. Performance Evaluation and Hyper-parameter selection
The proposed models were imp lemented in Python 2.7.
We have used leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) for
evaluating our mach ine learn ing models. In LOOCV, a
mach ine learning model is trained on all but one of the
complexes wh ich is used for testing and this procedure is
repeated for all co mplexes and then the performance metrics
are evaluated by co mparing the predictions to known labels or
target values. Hyper-parameters (such as 𝐶 or the spread
parameter in radial basis function kernels) are obtained by
nested grid search. In order to evaluate the performance of our
classification model, we used the following performance
metrics:
 Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic
Curve (AUC-ROC): This metric captures the quality
of classification by calculating the area under the
curve formed by plotting the true positive rate vs. the
false positive rate. A perfect classifier will have an



AUC-ROC score of 1.0 whereas a rando m classifier
will have AUC-ROC of 0.5.
Area Under the Precision-Recall Curve (AUC-PR):
AUC-PR is obtained by calculating the area under the
curve obtained by plotting precision of the classifier
vs. recall o r true positive rate. A perfect classifier
will have AUC-PR of 1.0.

The performance of regression models is evaluated using the
following metrics:
 Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): RMSE calculates
the average error between the true and predicted
binding affinities of test complexes as follows:
𝖱𝖬𝖲𝖤 = √




∑𝑁
( ( )
)2
𝑖=1 𝑓 𝑥 𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖
𝑁

Pearson Correlation Coefficient: Pearson correlation
coefficient captures the degree of correspondence
between the true and predicted binding affinity
values. A value close to 1.0 indicates very good
correspondence or linear dependence between the
two entities whereas a value of 0.0 indicates no
correlation between them.
Spearman Correlation Coefficient: Spearman
correlation calculates the degree of linear dependence
between the ranks of true and predicted binding
affinity values of co mplexes. Similar to Pearson
correlation coefficient, the Spearman correlation
coefficient also indicates very good correspondence
between true and predicted binding affin ities if its
value is close to 1.0.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We evaluate the performance of three types of models,
SVM, SVR and linear regression using one interface and four
sequence features. Table 1 presents (LOOCV) SVM
classification results using sequence features amino acid
composition (AAC), 3-mer, Propy, BLOSUM and interface
features together with various feature combinations . It is
interesting to note that the highest accuracy is obtained with 3 mer features (AUC-ROC: 0.69, AUC-PR: 0.93) which is
higher than interface features (AUC-ROC: 0.67, AUC-PR:
0.92). A mong combinations of features, amino acid
composition and interface features given the highest accuracy.
However, no significant imp rovement in terms of AUC-PR is
recorded.
We evaluate regression model using RM SE and Spearman
correlation 𝑆𝑟 and Pearson correlation 𝑃𝑟 for linear regression
and SVR. It is clear fro m Table 2 that linear regression is
unable to predict binding affinity effectively. This is because
linear regression is affected by outliers and produces larger
errors when the number of feature dimensions is large. SVR
results shows that single interface features are most
informat ive as expected with RMSE: 2.47, 𝑆𝑟 : 0. 55 and
𝑃𝑟 : 0 .52. Although performance of sequence features are
slightly less than interface feature but these features are

considered more important because they do not require protein
complex structures to be available. 3-mer sequence feature
performs better than all other sequence feature with RMSE:
2.55, 𝑆𝑟 : 0.50 and 𝑃𝑟 : 0.45.
Results in the Table-2 also demonstrate that combination of
sequence and interfacial features (interface and 3-mer)
performs better than sequence features alone with RMSE:
2.41, 𝑆𝑟 : 0.58 and 𝑃𝑟 : 0.55. Figure 2 shows these results in the
form of a scatter plot of true vs. predicted binding affinity
values. Results of both classification and regression models
show that our model performs better using only sequence
features than the previous state of the art [12] as reported by
[15] which gives a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.07.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS & FUT URE W ORK

In this work, we have presented a machine learn ing based
methods for protein binding affinity prediction. We have
shown that simple sequence based features can be used to
predict binding affinity with only a minimal loss in
performance in co mparison to using interfacial amino acid
composition which requires availab ility of structures of
protein complexes. The proposed model can be used for
prediction of binding affinit ies of novel protein co mplexes and
can be improved by extracting evolutionary features. We aim
to develop a webserver for the proposed model in the future.
The code for the proposed model will also be made publicly
available upon acceptance of this paper.
Table 1 Le ave one out Cross validation SVM Results
Fe ature s

SVM
AUC-ROC

AUC-PR

AAC

0.62

0.91

BLOSUM

0.64

0.91

3-me r

0.69

0.93

Propy

0.69

0.92

Interface

0.67

0.92

Interface + 3-mer

0.72

0.92

Interface + Propy

0.72

0.92

Inte rface + AAC

0.75

0.93

Interface + BLOSUM

0.72

0.92

3-mer + Propy

0.70

0.92

3-mer +AAC

0.66

0.92

3-mer + BLOSUM

0.67

0.91

Propy + BLOSUM

0.66

0.91

Propy + AAC

0.66

0.91

BLOSUM + AAC

0.71

0.91

Figure 2 Correlation between Experimental and Predicte d Binding
Affinity values using Interface and 3-mer feature of sequence. Spearman
correlation of 0.58, Pearson correlation of 0.55 and RMSE of 2.41 we re
recorded.
Table 2 Leave one out Cross validation Regression Re sults
Features
3-mer
Propy
BLOSUM
AAC
Interface
Interface+
3-mer
Interface+
Propy
Interface+
AAC
Interface+
BLOSUM62
3-mer+
Propy
3-mer+AAC
3-mer+
BLOSUM

SVR
RMSE
2.55
2.56
2.60
2.61
2.47

𝑺𝒓
0.50
0.45
0.41
0.39
0.55

𝑷𝒓
0.45
0.44
0.39
0.39
0.52

Linear Regression
RMSE
𝑺𝒓
0.18
-0.11
3.15
0.21
3.00
0.25
0.20

𝑷𝒓
0.11
-0.03
0.21
0.27
0.09

2.41

0.58

0.55

-

0.002

0.02

2.41

0.57

0.54

-

-0.05

-0.10

2.42

0.55

0.53

4.42

0.22

0.23

2.49

0.51

0.47

4.43

0.18

0.18

2.58

0.49

0.45

-

-0.03

0.01

2.56

0.49

0.43

3.23

0.31

0.29

2.58

0.44

0.41

3.34

0.28

0.25
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